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1 Allonby

Not in favour of increasing limit to 60mph.
Makes it dangerous for residents of Walkers

Field. The car park entrance is busy in
summer. They have to stop to open gates.

Will be extremely dangerous.

Comments noted. The proposed new extent of
the 30mph is intended to reduce vehicle speed at
the key point before the properties. At present,

the excessive extent encourages vehicles to
accelarate.

Objection

2 Allonby
Fears it would make it more dangerous for

people leaving their properties. Doesn’t
believe vehicles will slow down in time

Comments noted. The proposed new extent of
the 30mph is intended to reduce vehicle speed at
the key point before the properties. At present,

the excessive extent encourages vehicles to
accelarate.

Objection

3 Allonby

Finds himself having to run across the roads
as cars come at such high speeds. Lorries
driving past at high speeds a lot of the time.
Not long until a fatality occurs on the road.

Comments noted. The proposed new extent of
the 30mph is intended to reduce vehicle speed at
the key point before the properties. At present,

the excessive extent encourages vehicles to
accelarate.

Objection

4
Broughton

Moor

Think traffic calming measures are required.
If speed limit is brought closer it would put

their lives in danger.

The proposed new extent of the 30mph is
intended to reduce vehicle speed at the key point

approaching the village. If implemented, the
changes would be monitored to see if additional

measures are required.

Objection

5
Broughton

Moor

Does it take into account the development
east of Copper Beaches? Restriction should

start east of that.
The limit would commence before the properties Comment

6
Broughton

Moor

The road from Washington House past
Mountain View won't be included in the

40mph and believes it is dangerous. Don't
like taking children on the road.

Washington House is separate from the village
and including this within the limit would be

excessive. Will investigate the location in isoation
to see if any other measures are suitable.

Comment

7
Broughton

Moor

Object to the moving of the 30mph closer to
the village on the southern entrance. Wing
mirror damage and near misses happen all

the time.

The proposed new extent of the 30mph is
intended to reduce vehicle speed at the key point

approaching the village. If implemented, the
changes would be monitored to see if additional

measures are required.

Objection/Comment



8 Kirkbride

Approaching a blind summit where there is
an already dangerous junction. Increasing the

speed to 40mph will make it even more
dangerous. Includes petition with 71

signatures.

Comments are acknowledged. Officers
recommend to abondon the proposal.

Objection

9 Kirkbride

Carriageway rises to a summit. Children are
dropped off on this summit which would

place them in a 40mph zone. The junction
would be a hazard emerging onto a faster

road. B5307 has no pavement.

Comments are acknowledged. Officers
recommend to abondon the proposal.

Objection

10 Kirkbride

Popular road for pedestrians with no
footway. A peak in the road where it is
narrow with poor visibility. Issue with

speeding as it is.

Comments are acknowledged. Officers
recommend to abondon the proposal.

Objection

11 Kirkbride

Already hazardous junction and speed will
increase. It is a blind junction with a lot of

cars using it and pedestrians walking in the
area.

Comments are acknowledged. Officers
recommend to abondon the proposal.

Objection

12 Newton Arlosh

Vehicles already speed. A lot of heavy
vehicles use this road and need to be able to

stop if needed. No footpaths which will
increase the danger to pedestrians. Livestock

moves across the road. Utility vehicles and
farm vehicles in and out of access roads.

Comments are acknowledged. Officers
recommend to abondon the proposal.

Objection

13 Newton Arlosh
Too many vehicles speed already. Should be

doing everything to reduce the chance of
accidents.

Comments are acknowledged. Officers
recommend to abondon the proposal.

Objection



14 Oulton Excellent solution. - In favour

15 Oulton This is a sensible proposal. - In favour

16 Thirlmere
In favour of maintaining the 40mph on this

stretch of road. Use the road regularly and it
needs the limitation.

- In favour

17 Thirlmere

Feels it is a safe road when driving
responsibly. Wants the speed limit

reassessed and speed camera signs left in
place.

Acknowledge the comments, however the
proposal has been insisted upon by the

Infrastructure Recovery Programme Team due to
prevailing environmental issues

Objection/Comment

18 Thirlmere

Believes that the speed statistics is testament
to self control of drivers. Feels like the

ground should be settled by now. Thinks the
average driver can maintain a safe speed

along this road.

Acknowledge the comments, however the
proposal has been insisted upon by the

Infrastructure Recovery Programme Team due to
prevailing environmental issues

Objection

19 Thirlmere

Has driven the road for 50 years and has
never felt the need for a speed limit. Feels it
causes frustration to commercial drivers. A

50mph limit would be reasonable

Acknowledge the comments, however the
proposal has been insisted upon by the

Infrastructure Recovery Programme Team due to
prevailing environmental issues

Objection/Comment

20 Thursby
Wants the limit dropped even further to a
30mph outside of the new development.

Comments noted, however 40mph would seem to
be the most suitable limit given the evidence

gathered. Will continue to monitor.
Comment



21 Wigton Shouldn’t be any increase in speed limit.
Presumably a misinterpretation of the proposal.

The proposal is to reduce the speed limit.
Comment

22
Curthwaite

Road

Visibility is impaired on the humpback bridge.
Pedestrians regularly use road with no

footpaths so would be dangerous. Would find
it difficult to exceed 30mph without being a

danger to other road users.

Understand comments, however 40mph is
deemed to be a more suitable limit for the stretch

of road. The humback bridge is a hazard to be
addressed separately, where drivers should alter

their speed and behaviour as appropriate

Objection

23
Curthwaite

Road

Vehicles already speed along the road and
this would only increase the speeds further.
Enforcement is nil and tractors often travel
too fast. Would create more problems for

pedestrians. If it goes ahead the traffic
calming should be considered going into the

30.

Understand comments, however 40mph is
deemed to be a more suitable limit for the stretch

of road. If it goes ahead, monitoring of its
effectiveness will continue

Objection

24 Brigham
Concerns over the lack of street lighting up
past the new development. No objections.

Will pass concerns to the Street Lighting
department

In favour/Comment

25 N/A

No consideration given to Beckfoot to change
it to 30mph. Traffic calming measures

required along the route of the proposed
Silloth to Allonby cycleway.

Request will be included in a future review of
speed limits.

Comment


